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Introduction 
Since 1996, Lignum has invested a significant amount of resources in the collection of 
detailed data, focusing on their forest inventory. In addition to this data collection, the 
company has also initiated the calibration of an uneven-aged growth model (RING- 
Radial Increment Net Growth) for purposes of realistically predicting growth 
development patterns for uneven-structured stands on their IFPA. Additionally Lignum 
has developed a stand structure classification that can be used as a basis for projecting 
data from growth models.  
 
The next challenge after data collection in any inventory program is to manage the data 
appropriately (to minimize degradation of the data) and maintain the forest inventory 
current. To date, the Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI) on Lignum’s IFPA has been 
completed but it had remained a reflection of the forest as it was in 1998. 
 
This project was designed to help Lignum project their VRI using a  number of models 
(VDYP, TIPSY, FPS, RING), since these different models have both benefits and 
limitations in terms of their ability to reliably project growth patterns of complex stands.  
 
This document is based on a review of the various correspondence between Harmeny, 
DR Systems, and Lignum staff. 

Stand Structure Based Growth Curve Projection System 
Design:  

Base Tables Design (Templates) 
The table below summarizes a proposed system design for the Projection system. The 
tables are as follows: 
 
Table Name Table Type Description 
Plot Physical Entity A comprehensive list of plots 

and their attributes 
Polygon Physical Entity A list of all polygons (and 

attributes) 
StandStructure Classification 

Entity 
A list of all Stand Structure 
Classes 

SpeciesGroupPlot Classification 
Entity 

A list of species groups 
derived from plots 

SpeciesGroupPolygon Classification 
Entity 

A list of species groups 
derived from polygons 

FPS_curve, RINGCurve, 
TIPSYCurve, VDYPCurve 

Derived Models Each table contains a list of 
curves that apply to a 
particular physical entity 

Overlay_Plot_Polygon Link table Links every Plot to its 
containing Polygon (generated 
via a spatial overlay) 
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Assign_Polygon_StandStructure Link table Assigns to each Polygon some 
number of Stand Structure 
Classes (generated via some 
matching algorithm) 

 
There are three broad classes of entity in this design: 

 Physical entities represent objects upon which measurements are made 
 Derived models represent data generated from mathematical models 
 Classification entities represent the results of grouping physical entities 

 
The design of these models includes the following Relational Design Considerations: 

 Every Table uses an autonumber as its primary key 
 Referential Integrity is enforced 
 All tables participate in relationships (no table is hanging off in space) 

 
 
Note, the table templates contain only keys, and not the attributes. They are used to 
illustrate the inter-table relationships. If they are used as templates, and the required 
attributes are added (as additional columns to each table), the attributes will participate in 
the same relationships. We have added a small amount of “dummy” data to illustrate the 
relationships, and “Paths”.  
 

Paths to link Polygons to Plots 
 
There are two paths through the model that can be taken to link Plot and Polygon thereby 
allowing projection of Growth Curve data from plots to Polygons).  
 
 
Path 1: Plot  StandStructure  Assign_Polygon_StandStructure  Polygon 
 
Path 2: Plot  Overlay_Plot_polygon Polygon 
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Path 1:  
Every Polygon is assigned a Stand Structure, and via Stand Structure, can be linked to 
every Plot with the same Stand Structure ID. By this method, growth curves can be 
projected to EVERY polygon. For each Stand Structure assigned to a Polygon, it will be 
assigned the growth curves from those Plots with the same Stand Structure ID. That is, a 
Polygon can be assigned for each Stand Structure, several Growth Curves. The average 
of all curves within a Stand Structure can be weighted by the “polygon_proportion” field 
for each stand structure.  Path 1 Runs through many -to-many links (i.e. you will get 
multiplication in both directions, which one will “get rid of” via averaging procedures) 
 
Path2: Every Plot is assigned to the Polygon that contains it. From this, growth curves 
can be projected for the small number of Polygons that have Plots directly within them. 
This path does not allow one to assign growth curves to a large number of polygons. (i.e. 
no multiplication) 
 
 
Path2Modified: Use Overlay_Plot_Polygon to assign to each Plot, a 
SpeciesGroupPolygonID. Use this to create an alternative link table between Plot and 
Polygon. : lnk_PlotPolygon_BySpeciesGroup.  
New Path: Plot : lnk_PlotPolygon_BySpeciesGroup Polygon. Note, this path allows 
growth curves to be assigned to each Polygon that has a Species Group in common with 
some plot (regardless of whether the Polygon physically contains plots) . Path2Modified 
runs through many -to-many links (i.e. you will get multiplication in both directions, 
which one will “get rid of” via averaging procedures) 
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Example from the Template Database 
 
Path 1: 
 
Refer to “qryPath1” which involves the following tables:  

• Polygon, 
• StandStructure, 
• Assign_Polygon_StandStructure 
• Plot 

 
The result of a “qryPath1” is the following table for our dummy data set: 
 
PolygonID StandStructureID PlotID polygon_proportion 

1 1 1 80 
1 2 2 20 
1 2 3 20 
2 2 2 50 
2 2 3 50 
2 1 1 50 
3 2 2 70 
3 2 3 70 
3 1 1 30 
4 2 2 100 
4 2 3 100 

 
Note: 

• Grouping by PolygonID, StandStructureID and Polygon_proportion we would 
compute the average growth curve information associated with the plots.  

• Assuming that the table Assign_Polygon_StandStructure links every Polygon to 
at least 1 Stand Structure, then every Polygon will have at least one Plot derived 
Growth Curve.  

 
Path2: 
Refer to “qryPath2” which involves the following tables:  

• Polygon, 
• Overlay_Plot_Polygon 
• Plot 

 
The result of a “qryPath2” is the following table for our dummy data set: 
 
PolygonID PlotID 

1 1 
3 2 
4 3 
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Which is essentially a re-creation of the “Overlay_Plot_Polygon” table. That, in itself is 
not so interesting. But what this path demonstrates is that not all Polygons will be 
assigned a Plot, and hence will not obtain a Plot derived Growth Curve.  
 
Path2Modified: 
 
First, we must define, using Path2, an alternate link table between Polygon and Plot – the 
result is “qrylnk_PlotPolygon_BySpeciesGroup” which produces the following table for 
our dummy data: 
 
SpeciesGroupPolyID PlotID 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

 
We then can use this table as the link table in “qryPath2Mod” which links Plots to 
Polygons via SpeciesGroupPolyIDs: 
 
PolygonID SpeciesGroupPolyID PlotID 

1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 2 2 
4 3 3 

 
Note: 
 
 Polygon 2 now appears in the relation, and has been assigned a Plot, and hence can be 
assigned a growth curve.  
 
In general, not all polygons will be assigned a plot, but we expect more polygons to be 
linked to plots via Path2Modified than by Path2.  
 
There is no reason to assume that the growth curves assigned by this method will match 
those assigned by Path1.  
 
While this particular data set does not have multiplication (due to the numbers we put in), 
in general, there will be multiplication, and so Growth Curves will have to be averaged.  
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Combining Path1 and Path2Modified Results 
 
It is possible to combine Path1 and Path2Modified, and we have done so in 
“qryPath1Path2ModCombined” whose result set is: 
 
PolygonID StandStructureID SpeciesGroupPolyID PlotID 

1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 
1 2 1 3 
2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 3 
2 1 2 1 
3 2 2 2 
3 2 2 3 
3 1 2 1 
4 2 3 2 
4 2 3 3 

 
Note: 
 
This result is identical to Path1, because we assume, each Polygon has only 1 Species 
group assigned. If that is not so, then the considerations below apply:  
 

If one had 3 Species groups and 2 Stand structures for a polygon, the result set 
will have 3*2 Species Group/Stand Structure combinations. This is not 
necessarily meaningful, but again averaging could be done to remove the 
multiplication.  

 
A more conservative route (and one with much less multiplication) would be to 
compute the result using Path1 and Path2 modified independently, then average 
the two results. If one path were considered more “influential” than the other path, 
weighting could be used also.  

 

What Does Lignum Need in the Datasets It Receives in 
order to Incorporate the Projection System.  

• All the tables from this data model to be filled in with data 
• Relevant Attribute columns added to the tables 
• Key structures kept intact. Note to insure that referential integrity is maintained 

data must be entered into a “parent” table, before data can be entered into a 
“child” table.  
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Projection Implementation Outline 
 
The projection will be performed twice, generating two distinct sets of results. The two 
projections will use two different sources of data: the FPS Summary and the RING 
Summary data, to be provided by DR Systems. This following scheme will be used in 
creating both projections. 
 
Essentially, Path1 from the above discussion will be used to perform the projections.  
 
The first step is to create a table of keys that link polygons to plots to curve summary 
data. This will be done with an SQL INSERT statement populating a working table that 
joins the polygon, assign_polygon_standstructure, plot, and curve tables via their 
respective foreign keys, and selects the keys from each table involved in the join.  
 
The second step is to take the averages of each of the numerical variables in the curve 
summary table, grouping by: polygon, stand structure class, year number (that is, years 
from plot establishment), and species code. This will be accomplished with another SQL 
INSERT statement populating a second working table that joins the first working table 
with the curve summary data, and groups the requisite fields. The result is a dataset that 
averages the numerical values from the curve summary table within each stand structure 
class. 
 
The third and final step is to take the table resulting from step 2 and compute the 
weighted averages of each numerical variable, using the weights given in the 
assign_polygon_standstructure table. This step will be done with an SQL INSERT 
statement populating a table that joins the second working table with 
assign_polygon_standstructure, grouping by: polygon, year number (years from 
establishment), and species code. Within each group, each numerical variable is 
multiplied by the corresponding weighting factor (a number between 0 and 1) from the 
assign_polygon_standstructure table, and the resulting products summed to generate the 
desired weighted average. 
 
In order to generate projections that summarize across all species, the above steps will be 
run a second time, but this time the species is omitted as a grouping variable in the 
calculations. The results from this second run will be stored in the same tables as the first, 
with a species code of  “ALL” inserted. 
 
The general structure of the projections will be as follows: Mapsheet, Polygon, Year, 
Species Codes, and then the projected numerical values. A species code of “ALL” will 
represent a summary across all species codes within a given Mapsheet/Polygon/Year 
combination.  
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Note on Lack of Time to Complete Reconciliation of 
Volumes Between Yield Curve Projected Volumes and 
Inventory Volumes: 
 
The above methodology does not incorporate reconciling the volumes obtained via yield 
curve projection and the inventory volumes. Due to time limitations this project does not 
include an algorithm for reconciling the initial differences between volumes stated in the 
inventory and the volumes estimated via yield and/or growth curve projections. Nor does 
it include a re-adjustment of the inventory to ensure consistency with total volume 
estimates derived from randomly established VRI-Stand Structure Plots. These issues 
will be dealt with when deriving the conceptual model for the inventory update process.  
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